Are the good times still rolling?
Gears and Gadgets, February 2019

Some preliminary information on
Minnesota’s economic size
• GDP is about $363 billion as of
2018 2nd quarter.
• 16% of this is manufacturing

• Employment about 2.9 million
workers.
• 12% work in manufacturing

• Nominal GDP growth 4.5%
2017q1 – 2018q2, compared to
6.5% in US.
• Real US GDP growth over this
period 3.6%.
• Would imply MN growth is slow.
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“We are pattern-seeking storytellers”
• Example: someone analyzed 1,035 fortune cookies.
• 676 unique fortunes
• More than half mention ‘you’
• 22.3% predict the future; 1 in 10 are themed “success, failure or happiness”
• Remainder are random

• 556 unique “lucky numbers”
• Turns out those numbers generated positive returns if bet over 20-year period

• 173 Mandarin vocabulary words and phrases
• 21 verbs and 124 nouns
• 74 concern food

• What can you learn from a fortune cookie?

Examples abound
• Poverty breeds terrorism – report from the U.S. State Dept., 2002.
• Supported much of the work of USAID
• But most terrorists do not come from poor backgrounds, like most of the
perpetrators of 9/11.

• When teams from old American Football League who win the Super
Bowl, the stock market falls.
• First advanced by Leonard Koppett in 1978.
• Since 1978, return is 9.4% when old AFL team wins, otherwise 9.1%.

Still, we want predictions
• Army Air Corps forecasts in
WW2 in part done by Nobel
economist Kenneth Arrow.
• Told the generals their
forecasts did not help predict.
• “The Commanding General is
well aware that the forecasts
are no good. However, he
needs them for planning
purposes.”

So what can we do?
• Understand that hindsight is NOT 20-20!
• “Past performance is no guarantee of future results”

• Ask “how much would you bet on this prediction?”
• Corollary: If you get one extreme prediction right, you get to ride it for a long
time because nobody is keeping score.

• Know that we have a bias to seek patterns when none exists and
question our stories.
• Multiple measures, multiple models, multiple stories
• Do they point in one direction or do they conflict?

Our strategy
• The “SCSU forecast” (if we may so bold!) is to use indicators of past
turns in the “business cycle” to create indicators for local
economies.
• One forecast we do is for the Secretary of State’s office to forecast
in each of six planning areas of Minnesota.
• The Twin Cities (7-county) is a planning area.

• A bias towards expansion – reliance on base rates

Some softening over last 6 months
Item

Nov. 2018

12 mo. chg.

Business Conditions
(Creighton survey)

53.9

-3.9

Unemployment
insurance claims

9,511

-98

Business formation

2,485

-171

Building permits

681

-5

Phila. LEI

1.03

-0.26

MSP LEI (SCSU)

120.0

-5.2

Is this?

Was this a recession?

Some other
forecasts
MMB forecasts GDP for 2018 to have
checked in at 2.9% and will reach 2.7%
growth in 2019.
I am waiting for the March forecast of
MMB to make any stronger statement
than this. They have “skin in the game.”

Creighton Survey, Minn.

Jan. 2019

Dec. 2018

Jan. 2018

Business conditions

54.5

55.5

55.8

New orders

52.8

57.2

62.5

Production

53.2

52.5

63.9

Delivery lead times

54.8

70.3

38.8

Inventories

53.2

44.2

57.8

Employment

58.5

53.4

56.3

“For 2019, I expect that the leading industry for Minnesota will
be manufacturers of medical equipment and supplies. I expect
the state’s 2019 lagging industry to be transportation
equipment producers.” – Ernie Goss, economist, Creighton Univ.

Survey data seems
somewhat different
than reported results
These data are from 249 Minnesota
manufacturers surveyed by DEED in late
2018.
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Net new firm growth rate in Minnesota, 1992-2018
5
mean net new firm growth rate 1.39%/yr

mean net new firm grow th
rate 0.66%/yr

4

The development of new
firms is a key part of an
economy’s dynamism.
It creates new ideas, it
offers new jobs to workers
and increases GDP per
worker eventually, though
the first firms will have a
great deal of variation in
productivity and quality.
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The slowdown in
Minnesota firm creation
means there are currently
5.8% fewer firms in
Minnesota than would be
if we had the 1992-2005
growth rate.
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What is a location quotient (LQ)?
• We want to know which industries make a region unique.
• This can also tell us what to export to increase regional incomes.

• Suppose an area has 0.5% of its area employment in the widget
industry. However, for the country as a whole only 0.1% of
employment is in widget-making. We would then say the LQ for
widget manufacturing in the area is 0.5/0.1 = 5.
• Widget production is 5 times more concentrated in this region.

• The LQ for manufacturing overall in the Twin Cities is 1.2. But
which sectors are strongest?

LQs for subsectors, MSP 6/18
(mfrs only)
Industry

# of firms

Employment

Weekly Wages

LQ by jobs

LQ by wages

Computer & electronic products

365

37,424

$1,882

2.37

1.96

Miscellaneous manufacturing

706

20,339

$1,468

2.53

2.77

Printing and related support

472

13,963

$1,243

2.49

2.99

Plastics and rubber products

250

13,575

$1,054

1.40

1.33

Machinery

503

20,595

$1,465

1.40

1.43

Petroleum and coal products

17

2,034

$2,080

1.35

1.27

Furniture and related products

309

5,698

$1,125

1.09

1.30

Wood products

157

5,566

$1,152

1.03

1.24

5,177

200,441

$1,379

1.20

1.18

ALL MANUFACTURING

53% of all employment is in one of these five subsectors at the top, 44% of firms.
“Miscellaneous” includes medical equipment and supplies.

How does this compare to 1990?
LQ 1990

LQ 2018

Change

Computer & electronic products

1.99

2.37

+0.38

Miscellaneous manufacturing

1.36

2.53

+1.17

Printing and related support

1.49

2.49

+1.00

Plastics and rubber products

1.13

1.40

+00.27

Machinery

1.67

1.40

-0.27

ALL MANUFACTURING

0.98

1.20

+0.22

Minneapolis-St. Paul is relatively more
concentrated in manufacturing now than in 1990.

For the most part,
resisted changes that
were larger elsewhere
Only in medical devices has MSP added
workers at a rate faster than its peer
metro areas.
The addition was 978 jobs in “surgical
and dental instruments and supplies,”
more than 4x the rate elsewhere, growing
in the state from 4th to 3rd largest in the
country since 1998 (CA, IN now vs CA,
TX, PA). MSP is now 2nd largest metro in
this subcluster (after LA.)

Minneapolis-St. Paul exports 2017

Note the transition in this cluster
1998

2016

Expected vs actual growth
(selected subclusters)
Sector

Jobs 2016

Added jobs 1998-2016

Expected jobs 1998-2016

Surgical and Dental Instruments

12,169

978

219

Medical Apparatus

8,937

3,042

1,276

Biopharma

1,906

810

124

Industrial Machinery

6,031

936

-1,712

Metal Products

3,379

-1,371

-1,792

Process Equipment and Components

5,569

-2,599

-2,004

Computers and Peripherals

3,941

-2,838

-5,589

Semiconductors

2,371

-735

-1,639

Electrical Equipment

3,914

-953

-2,172

Ammunition

3,810

-480

906

Air Handling Equipment

1,407

-2,595

-1,032

Think of monkeys and trees
• Products are trees; firms are monkeys
• Monkeys travel to the part of the forest where the trees are rich
in fruit.
• Easier if those trees are nearby.
• If you have a good idea to make a product but the inputs are far away,
hard to do.
• If you don’t have the industry, you don’t create the inputs.

• Path dependence

Growth then depends on 2 things
• How sophisticated are the products you are creating? How much
value-added is there to what you are making?
• What is the sophistication of the products in the nearest trees
around you that your labor force can also produce?
• Future choices of ‘trees’ is a function where in the forest you are now (a
concept called ‘path dependence’)

Path dependence – mandatory?

How did we get here?
• 1920 – Minneapolis as flour mill capital of the world
• Bags, barrels, iron – the last gave way to rails and other production
• General Mills

• Machine engines came next, which helped with WW2 effort
• 3M
• Assisted agriculture

• All of this built in the 1950s to advances in health science and
instruments, like the pacemaker, the hearing aid,

Data 2000-16 from U.S.
Patent & Trade Office

Minneapolis is a
highly innovative
area developing
tools to move to
new trees

Conclusions
• Minneapolis has focused in industry into some very high-value
production and its workers and entrepreneurs thrive.
• As competition happens, it will seek other nearby pathways for
development.
• Its industries are positioned in areas that seem likely to continue to
grow.
• The national and world environments are challenging, and sufficient
headwinds could slow growth in 2019. But no recession yet.

